HobokenSync

For years, Senior Design projects have been the milestone for students completing their undergraduate career at Stevens. These projects consist of groups of students working together to both improve and expand a previously existing idea within the senior design pool or to create something completely new. This year, a group of Engineering Management students have worked to create something entirely new to Stevens. These students have worked hard to create HobokenSync, which will help students in the years to come.

HobokenSync is a website that conveniently links Hoboken employers with Stevens’s students looking for part time/seasonal employment opportunities. The website allows students to easily locate jobs in Hoboken that meet their personal criteria. At the same time, the website allows Hoboken employers to fulfill job positions with qualified employees. Employers are able to post a variety of jobs that fall within the acceptable categories of work and students are able to sift through the positions and apply to the ones of interest. Once a student has applied to a position, the employer is notified and the hiring process is handled outside of the website. Currently, there are outlets for Federal Work Study positions, internships, and full time positions, but none for part time support. HobokenSync is the first to offer an outlet for students to apply to part time positions within Hoboken.

While there are many websites that can be used to help aid in linking perfect matches for part time work, HobokenSync is the first centralized location introduced to Stevens Institute of Technology. It contains the functionalities necessary to allow students and employers to be paired efficiently and effectively. HobokenSync will be a website that will be maintained and managed internally within Stevens being offered as a service to solely Stevens’ students. This website will be exclusive to Hoboken students and the employers within. Providing Hoboken employers with willing and able students, while also providing students with reliable and stable part time work is the main goal of HobokenSync. This project improves the Stevens community by creating more active and well-rounded students. It also helps to build a stronger relationship between Stevens Institute of Technology and the Hoboken community.